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38 The Silent Partner 

FIRST PART Word Box 

health 1. freedom from pain and sickness afford 

arrest 2. to catch and take as a prisoner arrest 

leash 3. a chain or strap to hold a dog brisk 

afford 4. able to pay courage 

hurled 5. threw very hard clump 

courag_e 6. boldness, fearlessness exercise 

clume. 7. a cluster or a group health 

human 8. like a man human 

brisk 9. lively; swift hurled 

exercise 10. movements that train the body or mind leash 

SECOND PART 

1. In most cities you must keep your dog on a(n) __ l_ea_s_h ____ _ 

2. Can you afford to buy this machine? 

3. The first baseman hurled the ball to third base. 

4. The policeman arrest ed the thief who broke into the grocery store. ----------
5. The old man's health was failing. 

6. The dog acted almost like a(n) human when it begged for food. 

7. We should go for a(n) brisk walk for exercise 

8. The rabbit hid in a(n) ___ c_lu_m_p ____ of bushes. 

9. Allen showed much courage in rescuing the drowning boy. 



THIRD PART 

radio 1. _a tool to send and receive messages 

sense 2. understanding; good thinking 

trace 3. a mark or a sign 

scuffling 4. fighting or struggling 

pension 5. money paid to someone who has stopped 

· working 

uniform 6. · special clothes that certain groups wear 

reserve 7. public land that is kept especially for Indians 

partner 8. a friend; one who shares 

splendid 9. wonderful; beautiful; good 

10. a paper showing that you're allowed to do -------license 

something 

FOURTH PART 

1. Henry works with his father as a partner in the business. 

2. The Indians hunt and fish on their reserve 

3. He is getting his driver's license 

4. What a splendid . job you have done of your work! 

5. The policeman wears a __ u_n ..... ifi_o_rm ____ _ 

6. The boys were scuffling as they all tried to get the football. 

7. Many older people receive a pension from the government. 

Word Box 

license 

partner 

pension 

radio 

reserve 

scuffling 

sense 

splendid 

trace 

uniform 

8. He could find his way because he has a good ___ s..._e_n_s_e ___ of direction. 

9. The milkman said he heard the news on the radio 
-------~ 

10. We couldn't find a trace of the lost goods. 

FIFTH PART 

1. Use the following three words in one good sentence: partner, courage, uniform. 

2. How many 's' sounds can you find in all the words in the First Part? four 

3. Add endings to, or drop endings from, the words in brackets in order to use the words 

correctly in the sentences: 

a) (scuffling) Please do not scu[fJ.e so much in the hall. 

b) (leash) We need two leashes for the dogs. 

c) (exercise) We have been exercising all morning. 

d) (hurled) How far can you hurl the ball? 
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Thanks, little Bear 
Pages 166-175 

1. How did the man find the little bear? (page 166) 

The little bear waddles right up to him. · 

2. Was this little bear tired, asleep, or hungry when he was found? Prove your answer. (page 166) 

The bear was so tired when he was found that he curled up in front of the fireplace at once and 

went to sleep. 

3. How did the bear show that he wanted milk in the bottle? (page 167) 

The little bear wo·uld find the bottle, lie on his back and suck at the bottle until the author fed 

him. 

4 . Why did the bear get into bed with the man? (page 167) 

Little bear do not like to be left alone in the dark. 

5. What do you think the man would have done if the mother bear had tried to get into the cabin? 

(page 168) 
The man would have shot the bear. 

6. a) What did the cub do several times as it followed its mother? (page 169) 

The cub would stop and look back at the cabin. 

b) What did the mother bear do about it? (page 169) 

The mother bear cuffed the cub till it followed her. 

7. Explain how the author made sure the bear could not come into the cabin. (page 170) 

The author bored a two inch hole in the floor into which a peg would fit. This left the door open 

enough to let the cub out but not far enough for the mother to get in. 

8. Why did the neighbours think he should kill the bear? (page 170) 

The neighbours thought that the bear might attack the author as it got bigger. 

9. How did the cub let the man know when he wanted a foot scratch? (page 171) 

The cub would be on its back within reach of the authors foot. 

10. Explain how the accident happened. (page 172) 

The author was cutting down a tree that fell onto another tree. He started chopping at the 
standing tree and the first one fell on top of him. 

11. How did the bear save the man's life? (pages 173-175) 

A dog with some hunters smelled the bear and came running. The hunters followed the bear 
and found the author. 

12. How did the man reward the bear? (page 175) 

He asked his neighbours to set out cans of sardines for the bear while he was in the hospital. 
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The Silent Partner 
Pages 176-186 

1. Why was Dale called, "The Silent Partner"? (page 176) 

Dale was a large police dog who worked for The Canadian Mounted Police. 

2. Why did Dale sometimes circle round and round before he started tracking? (page 179) 

Dale would circle round and round until he caught the scent of whom he was tracking. 

3. Choose the correct sentence. 

a) The police soaked the old clothes in gasoline. 

b) The Mounties got to the farm nine hours before the fire was set. 

c) When soil is blown by the wind, scent is hard to find. 

d) The Mounties were not surprised that bale was able to follow the trail of the man who started 

the fire. 

4. Why were the men ready to give up looking for Eileen? (page 179) 

one hundred men had searched for Eifeen a11 nigl1fani:I coUJdri't Jina any trace of her. 

5. How far from home was the little girl when Dale found her? (page 180) 

Dale found the little girl two miles from home. 

6. Why did the Mounties get lost? (page 180) 

There was a blizzard on the prairies and the Mounties were on foot. The snow blew so hard that 

the Mounties didn't know where they were going. 

7. How did the Mounties keep up their courage in the blizzard? (page 181) 

The men shouted to one another to keep up their courage. 

8. What men did the Mounties teach Dale to trust? (page 183) 

They taught Dale to trust all Mounties in uniform. 

9. Explain what happened and why in the pictures on pages 182-183. (pages 182-183) 

Dale was walking with a little girl when a bigger girl slapped the other one. Dale gently but 

firmly pushed the big girl into the snow. 

10. How did the old woman lose her money? (page 184) 

The old woman had her money in a pail. When she lifted the lid the money blew away. 

11. Why did Dale pull the little puppy along on the leash? (page 185) 

Dale thought the Mountie wanted the puppy because it had human scent on him. 

12. Why did Dale have to stop his work with the Mounties? (page 186) 

Dale worked so hard for the Mounties that he got a bad heart and had to stop working. 

Review 
1. Which of the animals was most useful? Dale 

2. Which one was only a pet? Mickey 

3. Which one guarded little girls? Dale 

4. Which one lived on tender bark and green shoots? Mickey 

5. Which one was the most powerful? Little Bear 
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